Direction-of-Arrival (DOA) estimation with sparse non-uniform linear arrays (SNLAs) has recently attracted a growing concern for the reason that more sources than the number of physical sensors can be resolved as compared with the conventional uniform linear arrays (ULAs). In this paper, we develop an underdetermined DOA estimation method using unfold coprime array (unfold CPA) from the perspective of sum-difference co-array (SDCA). By jointly using the temporal and spatial information of the impinging sources and the Khatri-Rao (KR) product operation, the SDCA of the unfold CPA are obtained, which can provide more consecutive DOF and larger array aperture than the SNLAs based on the difference co-array (DCA). Additionally, benefitting from the array configuration of the unfold CPA, the weight functions of the physical sensor pairs with small separations are equal to zero, thus the mutual coupling effects between sensors are reduced significantly. The theoretical propositions and numerical simulations are provided to confirm the effectiveness and superior performance of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Direction-of-Arrival (DOA) estimation plays a significant role in various applications including radar, navigation, radio astronomy and wireless communication [1] - [5] , where the sensor arrays are used for collecting the spatial sampling of multiple impinging sources. For most of the traditional DOA estimation methods based on uniform linear arrays (ULAs), such as the Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) method [6] and the Estimation of Signal Parameter via Rotation Invariance Techniques (ESPRIT) [7] , the number of the resolvable sources is limited by the number of physical sensors, since the inter-sensor spacing between the adjacent sensors is set to be no more than a half-wavelength to avoid spatial aliasing. For example, a ULA with N sensors can resolve up to N -1 sources. In addition, the array aperture and estimation accuracy are also affected.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Guan Gui . Recently, sparse non-uniform linear arrays (SNLAs) [8] - [15] have been developed as attractive alternatives for the underdetermined DOA estimation. Compared with the conventional ULAs, the SNLAs can provide higher degrees of freedom (DOF) and larger array aperture, thus can resolve more sources than the number of physical sensors. Specifically, the minimum redundancy array (MRA) [8] and the minimum hole array (MHA) [9] are two typical SNLAs, which, however, have no closed-form expressions for the array configurations and the optimum design of such arrays is restricted to computer simulations. To counter this, the nested array (NA) [10] , the coprime array (CPA) [11] together with their modified versions are proposed with exact closedform expressions for sensor locations. A prototype NA can offer O(N 2 ) consecutive DOF with O(N ) physical sensors, whereas the closely located sensors in NA leads to strong mutual coupling, which would cause the performance deterioration or even failure. The modified NAs, such as the Super NA [12] and Augmented NA [13] , are constructed by rearranging the sensors in the dense array, so that the mutual coupling effects can be alleviated to some extent. For the CPA, it is constructed with two coprime uniform linear subarrays and can provide O(MN ) DOF with O(M +N ) physical sensors. Several modifications including coprime array with displaced subarrays (CADiS) and coprime array with compressed inter-element spacing (CACIS) [14] and thinned CPA [15] are presented to obtain more DOF. By unfolding the two subarrays of the prototype CPA in two opposite directions, the unfolded CPA [16] is proposed, in which the array aperture can be extended. Nevertheless, the prototype CPA and its modifications still have holes in their difference co-arrays (DCAs). Accordingly, the effective array aperture is also reduced. In addition, the above mentioned SNLA configurations are developed from the view of DCA equivalence, their DOF cannot be more than twice of the physical array aperture.
Motivated by the concept of difference and sum co-array (SDCA) [17] , a novel underdetermined DOA estimation method is developed based on the unfold CPA in this paper. By jointly using the temporal and spatial information of the impinging sources, a conjugate augmented correlation vector is constructed. Then, the Khatri-Rao (KR) product operation is adopted to obtain the SDCA of the unfold CPA, which can provide more DOF and larger effective array aperture than the traditional DCA. Moreover, benefitting from the array configuration of the unfold CPA, the mutual coupling effects between sensors are reduced obviously.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The problem is formulated in Section II. The proposed underdetermined DOA estimation method using unfold CPA is explicitly described in Section III. Section IV exhibits the simulation results and Section V concludes this paper.
Notations: Vectors and matrices are denoted by lowercase and uppercase bold-face letters, respectively. (·) T , (·) H and (·) * and E[·]represent transpose, conjugate transpose, conjugate, and the statistical expectation, respectively. · 1 and · 2 imply the l 1 norm and the l 2 norm of a matrix. The symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, and denotes the Khatri-Rao product.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. UNFOLD CPA CONFIGURATION
As depicted in Fig.1 (a) and (b), a prototype CPA contains two subarrays: one is a N -element ULA with inter-spacing being Md and the other is an M -element ULA with inter-spacing being Nd, where N and M are coprime integers, d denotes the unit inter-spacing. Without loss of generality, we assume M < N and d is set to be half of the wavelength, i.e., d = λ 2.Since the two subarrays share the first sensor locating at the zeroth position, the prototype CPA have M + N − 1 physical sensors and the sensor locations are given by
where S (m) denotes a set of positive integers ranging from 1 to m. Notice that the array aperture of a prototype CPA is N , which is less than the physical sensor number M + N − 1.
In addition, according to the CPA configuration, there may exist sensor pairs with small spacings (no more than three times of the unit inter-spacing), which causes strong mutual coupling effects [18] , [19] .
To tackle these problems, the unfold CPA is utilized in this paper, which is constructed by separating the two subarrays of a prototype CPA: one is aligned along the positive axis, and the other is aligned along the negative axis, as shown in Fig.1 (c). The sensor locations of the unfold CPA are given by
THE ARRAY RECEIVED SOURCE MODEL
Assume that K far-field narrowband sources from directions
Then, the received source of the unfold CPA at time t can be expressed as
where A = [a (θ 1 ) , a (θ 2 ) , · · · , a (θ K )] is an L × K array manifold matrix with a (θ k ) = e jπ lsinθ k being the steering vector corresponding to the direction θ k . After normalizing by d,
the sensor location vector. Referring to [20] , s k (t) = G k e jw k t , where G k and w k denotes the deterministic complex amplitude and the small frequency offset of the kthimpinging sources, respectively. By collecting K impinging sources, the source vector is represented as s (t) = {s k (t)} K k=1 .n (t) is assumed to be the temporally and spatially Gaussian white noise vector with zero mean and variance being σ 2 n . Instead of treating the two subarrays of the unfold CPA separately as in [16] , the received source of the whole array is formulated in this paper, which can help to resolve more sources.
III. UNDERDETERMINED DOA ESTIMATION METHOD WITH UNFOLD CPA BASED ON THE CONCEPT OF SDCA A. DOA ESTIMATION BASED ON TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL INFORMATION
In this section, a novel underdetermined DOA estimation method is performed by jointly using the temporal and spatial information of the data vector obtained from the unfold CPA. Referring to [21] , by extracting the i th and the j th (1 ≤ i, j ≤ L) row of (3), the sensor data output are respectively denoted as x i (t) and x j (t). Then, for the T s samples, the time average function can be calculated by
where τ = 0 is the time lag, T s is the number of snapshots, and l j − l i denote a generated virtual sensor with l i , l j ∈ l.
As compared with s k (t) = E k e jw k t , R s * i s j (τ ) = |E k | 2 e jw k t can be viewed as an equivalent source with the expanded amplitude |E k | 2 and invariant frequency offset w k . Notice that the noise term of (3) can be eliminated for the reason that n (t) is assumed to be the Gaussian white noise vector, i.e., R n * i n j (τ ) = σ 2 n δ (j − i) δ (τ ) = 0. For the convenience of analysis, the i th sensor is selected to be the reference, i.e., i = 1. Then, by varying j from 1 to L, two L × 1 time average vector with time lag τ and its mirrored version −τ are given as
where g
By taking the conjugate of (6), we can construct the conjugate augmented vector together with (5) as
For the T p pseudo snapshots, the pseudo-data matrix can be calculated by
where P s denotes the pseudo sampling period that should be satisfy the Nyguist sampling theorem. E is a diagonal matrix whose main diagonal elements are |E k | 2 for k = 1, 2, · · · , K and zeros elsewhere, i.e., E = diag |E k | 2 K k=1 . = ϕ n p T p n p =1 is a K × T p matrix with the n th p column being ϕ n p = e jw 1 n p P s , e jw 2 n p P s , · · · , e jw K n p P s T .
Then, the covariance matrix of G is obtained as
where Q ss is a diagonal matrix whose main diagonal is |E k | 4 and zeros elsewhere, i.e.,
where A = A H , A T with its kth column being a (θ k ) = a H (θ k ) , a T (θ k ) and q ss = diag Q ss . For further analysis, the kthcolumn of A H A T can be expressed as
As compared with (3), the term a (θ k ) in (11) behaves like a virtual steering vector of a longer virtual ULA, in which the sensors are located at the union of the DCA and sum co-array (SCA), and this union is named as SDCA in this paper. Specifically, the union of a (θ k ) ⊗ a * (θ k ) = e jπ(l v1 −l v2 )sinθ k l v1 ,l v2 ∈l and a * (θ k ) ⊗ a (θ k ) = e jπ(−l v1 +l v2 )sinθ k l v1 ,l v2 ∈l are corresponding to the DCA, and a (θ k ) ⊗ a (θ k ) = e jπ(l v1 +l v2 )sinθ k l v1 ,l v2 ∈l is corresponding to the positive SCA, and a * (θ k ) ⊗ a * (θ k ) = e −jπ (l v1 +l v2 )sinθ k l v1 ,l v2 ∈l is corresponding to the negative SCA. The concept of the SCA originates from active sensing, in which the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) array configuration [22] - [24] is one of the most typical applications. In comparison with SNLAs based on the widely used DCA, the introduced SCA can provide more DOF and larger array aperture, so that more impinging sources can be resolved.
By deleting the repeated data of the SDCA and sorting them in ascending order, the consecutive part of q G , referred to as q G C , is extracted for the DOA estimation. Since the rank deficiency of the covariance matrix of q G C , we resort to the CS approach [25]- [27] together with MUSIC method for the DOA estimation, which can be performed by solving the following l 1 -norm minimization problem q ss = argmin q ss
where B is referred to as a sensing matrix containing the searching vectors. κ is defined as a penalty parameter for trading off the above two norms. And this minimization problem can be solved by utilizing the CVX toolbox [28] .
To conclude, the main steps of the proposed method are given in TABLE I. 
where C SD and C CD denote the self-difference and the cross-difference sets, respectively, C − SD and C − CD are the mirrored versions; C SS and C CS denote the self-sum and the cross-sum sets, respectively, C − SS and C − CS are the mirrored versions, which are given as
and
As a numerical example, the resulting DCA, SCA and SDCA of the unfold CPA is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where M = 4 and N = 5. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the DCA of the unfold CPA has 17 consecutive DOF, while the SDCA has 57 consecutive DOF. The reason is that the DCA and the SCA have different hole positions, and the SCA can fill all holes in DCA.
Proposition1: For M ≥ 2, M < N , the SDCA of the unfold CPA contains consecutive DOF in the range:
Proof: See Appendix. The Mutual coupling effects of sensor pairs are inevitable, which would cause the performance degradation of DOA estimation. One effective way for reducing the mutual coupling is to enlarge the separation of sensor pairs. To evaluate the mutual coupling effects, the weight function [13] is adopted.
Definition2: The weight function w (m)is the cardinality of
According to [13] , a perfect SNLA should be designed by minimizing the weight functions of sensor pairs with small separations, i.e., w (1), w (2) and w (3), to alleviate the mutual coupling.
Proposition2: For the unfold CPA configuration, when M > 3 and M < N , the number of weight functions of sensor pairs with small separations is zero, i.e., w (1) = w (2) = w (3) = 0, thus the mutual coupling effect is reduced.
Proof: Based on the unfold CPA configuration defined in (2) , the minimum value of each sensor spacing is M , i.e., min l i − l j = M for 1 ≤ l i , l j ≤ L. Thus, when M > 3, the number of weight functions of sensor pairs with small separations is zero, i.e., w (1) = w (2) = w (3) = 0. Moreover, the larger the value of M is, the smaller mutual coupling is. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, four array configurations including the NA [10] , CPA [11] , CPA based on SDCA [17] (referred to as CPA-SDCA) and the proposed unfold CPA based on SDCA (referred to as Unfold CPA-SDCA), and the corresponding spatial spectrum estimation performance are compared via numerical simulations. For a fair comparison, the peak search process is performed with the same step size of 0.5 • , the number of pseudo snapshots T p , the penalty parameter κ and the total sensor number of the four array configurations are respectively set to be 300, 0. The first simulation study the properties of the four array configurations in terms of weight function, hole locations, the number of consecutive DOF and spectrum estimation, and the results are depicted from the 3 nd row to the 9 th row of Fig.3 . As can be seen from Fig. 3 , the NA and CPA are based on the DCA, in which the number of consecutive DOF is respectively 39 and 23. By contrast, the CPA-SDCA and Unfold CPA-SDCA are based on the SDCA, both of them have 57 consecutive DOF. For the aspect of mutual coupling effects, the weight function of sensor pairs with small separations for the Unfold CPA-SDCA is zero, i.e., w (1) = 0, w (2) = 0, and w (3) = 0, thus the Unfold CPA-SDCA has less mutual coupling than the other three array configurations. For the spectrum estimation, we assume 10 narrowband sources uniformly distributed between−50 • and 50 • . The red dashed lines denote the impinging sources and the black solid lines denote the estimated spectra with SNR being 0dB and the number of snapshots being 300. The last row of Fig. 3 shows that all the array configurations can resolve 10 impinging sources with sharp power peaks in the vicinity of the true impinging sources. As compared with the CPA and NA, the CPA-SDCA and Unfold CPA-SDCA have fewer pseudo-peaks and more slight estimation bases benefiting from more consecutive DOF and larger effective array aperture provided by the SDCA.
The second simulation discuss the consecutive DOF of the four array configurations versus the number of array sensors, as depicted in TABLE II. It can be concluded from TABLE II that the CPA-SDCA and Unfold CPA-SDCA can provide more consecutive DOF than NA and CPA. Although the CPA-SDCA and Unfold CPA-SDCA have the same number of consecutive DOF when the total number of array sensors is fixed, the Unfold CPA-SDCA has less mutual coupling as illustrated in the first simulation. Then, we compare the DOA estimation performance of the four array configurations versus SNR and the number of snapshots, and the simulation results are averaged over 200 independent Monte Carlo trials. Root mean square error (RMSE) is selected as the performance index for evaluating the DOA estimation performance, which is defined as (17) whereθ k,i is the estimate of θ k for the i th Monte Carlo trial. Three narrowband sources from directions −42 • , 20 • , 35
• are considered in this simulation. As can be seen from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , the Unfold CPA-SDCA can achieve slightly improved DOA estimation performance than the CPA-SDCA, but superior performance as compared with the NA and CPA resulting from the enhanced consecutive DOF and enlarged virtual array aperture. The last simulation considers the scenario that the number of incident sources goes beyond that of sensors. All the conditions are the same as the third simulation, expect that 25 narrowband sources uniformly distributed between−50 • and 50 • are considered. Notice that the NA and CPA fail to resolve 25 sources with 8 sensors, thus only the underdetermined DOA estimation performances of the CPA-SDCA and Unfold CPA-SDCA are investigated. It can be seen from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 that both the CPA-SDCA and Unfold CPA-SDCA with an 8-sensor physical array can detect all the 25 incident sources, and the Unfold CPA-SDCA can provide more accurate DOA estimates.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel underdetermined DOA estimation method using unfold CPA. With the utilization of the temporal and spatial information of the impinging sources, the SDCA is constructed, which can provide more DOF and larger effective array aperture than the traditional DCA. In addition, benefiting from the array configuration of the unfold CPA, the mutual coupling can be reduced obviously. Simulation results have confirmed the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method in terms of the weight functions, the number of consecutive DOF, spectrum estimation and DOA estimation accuracy.
APPENDIX
In order to prove the Proposition1, the following four cases are considered:
(a) If M > 2 and N > 4 According to [17] , the union of self-difference, self-sum and their mirrored sets is a subset of the union of the crossdifference, cross-sum and their mirrored sets since the first sensor of the CPA is located at 0. Thus the SDCA of CPA can be written as
where C CD denote the cross-difference and the cross-sum sets, respectively, C − CD and C − CS are the mirrored versions, as
For the unfold CPA, there also exists a sensor located at 0, thus the SDCA of the unfold CPA defined in (13) can be simplified to
Based on (14) , (15) and (19), we have C CD = C CS = Nm + Mn and C CS = C CD = Nm − Mn for n ∈ S (N − 1) and m ∈ S (M − 1). Combining with the above analysis and theproposition 3 in [17] , the CPA and unfold CPA have the same consecutive DOF in the range of 
